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l . INTRODUCTION

Since their first preparation in 19621 xenon fluorides have been exten-

sively investigated. Much of the early work up to 1965 has been reviewed

in Ref.s2'3. The molecular structure in gaseous, and the crystal lattice

structure in solid XeF and XeF äs well äs the nature of the chemical
2 4

~~f i ^
bond have been studied by means of IR spectroscopy » » and by X-ray ,

electron2 and neutron''>h diffraction measurements. The conclusions from

these measurements were that the XeF molecule is a F-Xe-F linear chain

with a Xe-F distance of 2.14 A, the XeFu molecule a square-planar with

a Xe-F distance of 1.92 A\e XeF^ solid is tetragonal with the mole-

cular axis parallel to the crystal lattice c~axis (c = 6.99 A,

a = 4.315 A*); XeF, forms a raonoclinic crystal (a = 5.03 A, b = 5.92 A,

c = 5.79 S, ß = 99°27T).

The optieal absorption spectrum^' of XeFr is characterized by two broad

valence Shell absorption bands (at 5.3 eV and 7.85 eV) accompanied by a

series of sharp bands. No vibrational structure has been resolved. The

sharp bands are assigned äs Rydberg stätes and Rydberg formulae for the

two expected series are given. In XeF, a few high intensity electronic

transitions (at 5.3 eV, 6.8 eV, and 9.4 eV) and some weaker bands are

observed,

Whereas optieal absorption measurements incorporate transitions from the

highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO1s) into the lowest empty ones

(LEMO's) UV-photoelectron spectra8 are concerned with transitions from

the HOMO1s into the ionization continuum. They can be of some help in
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the Interpretation of optical absorption spectra although there is much

complication due to the strong exchange coupling between the initial and

final one-electron levels.

When using high energy radiation, however, the Situation is different

from the optical case. Transitions from deep lying AO's into the empty

MO's occur leading to spectra which are very different from the optical

spectra. This is due to the fact that now only weak coupling between the

initial and final one-electron states occurs contrary to the phenomena at

lower energies where large singlet-triplet Splittings are observed. Be-

sides Rydberg states, which are describable in the one-electron approxi-

mation, the observed transitions in optical spectra of gaseous compounds

can, to a minor extent, be used for the interpretation of the results

obtained with high energy photons.

Furthermore, the optical spectra are very complicated due to the tran-

sitions from the numerous upper filled molecular orbitals into empty or-

bitals. The possible assignment of the transitions observed is, therefore,

difficult and in no way unambiguous . The various possibilities are, at

first sight, very much reduced if high energy photons are absorbed. Ne-

glecting Splitting effects, the initial state here is a single atomic

orbital. Absorption spectra in the extreme ultraviolet should, therefore,

be more simple in structure and should give clear evideuce not only of the

lowest empty molecular orbital (LEMO) bat also of the higher molecular

Rydberg orbitals. Whereas in these spectra the initial one-electron level

can, in all cases, be identified with certainty there are, in practice,

fewer restrictions äs compared to the optical spectrum. For example, the

d-AO's in the molecular core are nearly m-degenerate. We do not, therefore,
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expect a lower number of absorption lines in the high energy spectra,

but the lines will be arranged in a much clearer scheine. Compared to

x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ESCA)1° better Information on the

Splitting of the initial level caused both by spin orbit coupling and the

ligand field of the fluorine atoms can be expected frora these absorption

spectra.

In solid state spectroscopy the Situation is different. The coupling

phenomena are much less pronounced so that the one-electron description

is a valuable approximation. Direct comparison of the spectra in the far

and near uv is thus possible.

On the following pages we will discuss the spectra of XeF2 and XeFi+ both

in the gaseous and solid phase. The measurement shows that the change in ab-

sorption properties by solidifying the gaseous probe is only small and apart

from minor changes in peak position mainly affects transitions to Rydberg

levels. Due to the large extension of the electron distribution in this

case the orbitals are affected by the nearest neighbours and thus lead

to a pronounced broadening of the corresponding absorption lines.

In Ctiapter 3 the experimcntal results, observed when using Synchrotron

radiation in the region of the 4d and 4p absorption of Xe, are described.

In this energy ränge Synchrotron radiation is an ideal source for spectros-

copic measurements. Earlier observations on Xe11 were hclpful for under-

Standing the xenon fluoride spectra. Detailed experimental results are

given for both XeF,., and XeF, in the gaseous and the solid phase. A theo-

retical explanation of the experimental findings for the various structures

of the observed spectra then follows in Chapter 4. This is done in Chapter
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4.2 for transitions into the LEMO of XeF0 and XeF, , and in Chapters 4.3
2 'i ' r

and 4.4 for transitions into the lowest Rydberg orbitals. Spin orbit

coupling and ligand field effects are discussed here. For the first time

a Splitting of inner orbitals due to the asymmetric part of the ligand

field is observed.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.l General Setup

The absorption measurements were performed using the 7*5 GeV electron syn-

chrotron DESY äs the radiation soufce12. The exper irrten t al setup i s shown

in Fig. 1. The light comes from the orbiting electrons in the Synchrotron

(EO) and passes through a '̂40m long beam pipe. After reflection on a plane

mirror (GPM) the light passes the sample chamber which is equipped with gas

cell (GC) and cryostat (CR). Finally, a concave mirror (CM) focuses the

light into the entrance slit of a grazing incidence l m Rowland monochro-

mator. For the measurement a gold coated grating (G) with 2400 lines/mm

(blase angle 4°]6', angle of incidence 12°30') was used in first order. The

wavelength resolution of the Instrument was 0.1 A over the whole energy

ränge. The detector (PM), a Bendix M 306 open magnetic electron multiplier,

was mounted behind the exit slit. The multiplier signal was fed into a

25 Hz lock-in-amplifier (PAR 122) äs the light passed a 25 Hz chopper wheel

(CH) mounted in the beam pipe. The signal from the monochromator was divided

by a roonitor signal proportional to the current in the accelerator, thus

compensating current fluctuations. The ratio signal was then fed into the

Y channel of a XY potentiometric recorder. The X axis of the recorder re-

ceived voltage from a potentiometer linked to the wavelength drive of the

monochromator.

2.2 Gas Cell

A gas cell (GC) could be moved into the beam for absorption measurements of

gaseous XeF,, and XeFH (Fig. 2). It was a stainless Steel tube, usually !OO im

long, with AI or C Windows (1000 X thick) on both ends. The windows were



10x5 mm? and were mounted on highly transparent coppermeshes. The length of

the gas cell could be modified between 20 and 500 mm by means of special

window Supports. The XeF„ and XeF^ samples were obtained from Peninsular

Chemical Research.

The samples were filled into a sample container (SC) before measuring and

were purified by enhanced pumping with an external pumping System for about

an hour. II the pumping was insufficient extrastructure due to XeF and Xe
2

could be observed in t he spectrum of XeF, (other authors have reported

similar observations9). No further cleaning requirements were necessary.

During measurements the desired pressure was regulated by a valve between

the gas cell and the external pumping System. The pressure was rneasured by

a mechanical membrane vacuum manometer (W&T aneroid, 0.1 to 20 Torr). Good

correlation and reproducibility between pressure and optical absorptivity

were obtained with this instrument; other Systems such äs electric differerr

tial pressure membrane vacuum meters could not be used because of obvious

contamination and detuning elfects.

While measuring the pressure in the cell was varied between 0.1 and 2 Torr.

At these pressures the abSorption cell exhibited a transmission from 10 to

50 % for the different regions of the spectrum. If the transmission is too

low (pressure too high) the influence of stray light and light from higher

orders of the grating causes errors. As the absorption varied a great deal

over the investigated energy ränge measurements at different pressures had

to be made to obtain uniform accuracy and to check the consistency of the

results. In so doing an overall accuracy of the final absorption values of

better than 20 % was obtained. The relative accuracy in adjacent regions



is much better: structures were easily observed if the change in the absorp-

tion coefficient exceeded l %.

Tbe wavelength calibration"3 was possible by passing Xe into the gas cell

frora a pressurized bottle connected to the systera. The energy calibration

was accurate to 0.l eV.

2 .3 Cryostat

A cryostat (CR) was also mounted in the sample chamber to enable abSorption

measurcments of thin films of solid XeF and XeF| (Fig, 2). The pressure in

the sample charnber was "M0~6 Torr before Sublimation. The temperature of the

cryostat was kept at about 80° K. At this temperature XeF, and XeF, could

easi J y be sublimed, but not their dissociation products Xe and F0. Thus

contamination of the samples by dissociation products was no problem. The

sample was surrounded by a cooling shield with tubular extensions to avoid

contamination by water vapour. By these raeans no contamination was observed

during the measurements which, on an average, took an hour. The samples

were evaporated by admitting gaseous XeF or XeF from the external sample
Z 4

Container onto the cooled foil. Purification before the measurements was

also carried out by puinping through the open valve into the warm cryostat.

Both the pressure in the gas cell and the thickness of the solid on the

cooled support were controlled so äs to yield an optimal signal. No direct

measurements of the thickness have been made. But it can be estimated from

the continuous absorption in the ränge of 70 - 150 eV, where both the solid

and the gas phase are expected to have the same integrated absolute cross

section. Typical values were of the order of several hundred A.
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The AI and C foils serving äs Substrates in the cryostat and äs Windows in

the gas cell were used according to the energy ränge. AI was used for the

measurements up to 70 eV where AI begins to absorb strongly1Lf, thus sup-

pressing higher order light below 70 eV. C foils were used above 70 eV.

Here the higher order light was effectively suppressed by adjusting the

angle of incidence of the grating so (namely 12°30') that no light above

ISO eV was reflected.

By simultaneous use of the cryostat and gas cell very precise measurements

of the relative energy positioiis of corresponding lines in gaseous and

solid samples were performed.

2.4 Data Handling

The data obtained with the XY recorder were digitalized, punched onto

cards and computerized to give an average absorption curve for all measure-

ments .
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.! General Behaviour of the Absorption Curves

Figures 3 and 4 show the absorption spectra of gaseous (upper part) and

solid (lower part) XeF and XeF, , respectively, in the energy ränge 50 eV

to 160 eV. In all four curves we can distinguish 5 regions of characteristic

absorption features:

Region a: On the low energy side we observe an absorption continuura with

decreasing cross-section going to higher energies due to transitions from

the outer Shells.

Region b: Near 60 eV we see two (in XeF„) or three (in XeF ) intensive

broad peaks which,due to energy reasons, have to be assigned to the onset

o£ 4d transitions.

Region c: At higher energies we find additional absorption lines having

a rauch smaller half-width than those in region b. This structure is not

observed in solid XeF, .
k

Region d: Near 70 eV we observe the onset of a broad continuum with its

tnaximum near 95 eV.

Region e: On the high energy side of the broad maximum near 145 eV we ob-

serve a small single peak, except for solid XeF, , which is due to excita-

tion of the Xe 4p shell in accordance with observations in Xe.

3.2 Continuum Absorption

3.2.l Region a

The continuous absorption on the low energy side of the spectrum decreases

with increasing photon energy until nearly 70 eV where a second continuum

occurs. Below 70 eV the absorption is ascribed to a transition from the



outer shells.

It is interesting to compare the continuous absorption of XeF and XeF

with Chat of Xe (Fig.s 3-4). Whereas in Xe the absorption cross-section

before the 4d onset is ^2 Mb, it is much higher in XeF^ (n^22±2 Mb) and

XeF (̂ 25±2 Mb) . As the absorption is due to outer Shell transitions
M-

we have to take the absorption of two F atoms in XeF„ and of four F atoms

in XeF into consideration. If we inspect the absorption spectra of the
4

four rare gases Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe:8, we see that for Ar, Kr, and Xe the

oscillator strength for transitions from the valence shell is exhausted

near 60 eV. In contrast to this the absorption of neon at 60 eV has still

nearly the satne value (MO Mb) äs near the ionization limit. Absorption

extends over a wide energy ränge. Consequently, only 25 % of the oscilla-

tor strength is exhausted near 60 eV; a value of 100 % is not reached be-

fore 300 eV.

These rare gas data are in accordance with theoretical calculations made

by McGuirc1:j. The calculations show that the absorption of Ne and F is

similar. We, therefore, conclude that F has a much higher absorption

cross-section than Xe near 60 eV which explains the increase in the ab-

sorption cross-section going from Xe to XeF^ and XeF .

3.2.2 Reg_ipn_ d

The broad maximutn above 70 eV is rather similar in shape and height to

that observed in Xe1-. Lf we subtract the contribution of the valence

sheLls the remaining absorption is nearly identical to the continuous

absorption spectrum of Xe. We explain the absorption in region d äs being

caused by the delayed onset of 4d -»- e£ transitions. The number of effec-



tive electrons N c , whose oscillator strength is exhausted within the
er t

energy ränge of our measurements (def ined by

Av, mc A r j
N c- — - j a n dE
p r i ^ J

* e^ Lhp E

with the Arogadro number L, atotnic weight A, density p and the real

part of the refractive Index n, which is set equal l in the energy ränge

under discussion) is about I I between E, = 70 eV and E„ = 150 eV . This

i s in good agreement with the number of 10 electrons contained in the Xe 4d

subshell and is the same experimental result for both gaseous and solid

XeF2 and XeF(f äs it was the case for pure Xe in both states of aggregation.

3.3 Fine Structure near the Xe Ad Threshold (Region b and c)

3.3.1 Molecules

Figures 5 and 6 show the f ine structure in gaseous XeF^ and XeF in the

energy region between 60 eV and 75 eV . The details öl region c for XeF;.

(66 cV to 73 eV) are given in Fig. 7 and for XeF; (69 eV to 72 eV) in

Fig. 8. Table I (XeF„) and Table II (XeF ) contain the energy values for

the peak maxima. The labe Hing of each peak i s cxplained in Chapter 4.

We can easily see the characteristi c differences of the- features below

66 eV (region b) and above (region c) .

The absorption structures in region b are typical for the fluorides and

have no analogues in the Xe spectrum. The energy Separation between the two

peaks 0„„ and 0, _ in XeF„ is 1 . 9 1 eV which is very near the value of 1.97 eV
i * 4 b £.

of the spin orbit Splitting of the Xe 4d level. This strongly suggests

that the two peaks are spin orbit mates. Similar Splitting is observed in
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the case of XeF . In the region h of its spectrum two pairs of peaks occur

with Separation AE(0 ,0 ) = 2.2 eV and E(0r , 0' ) = 1.8 eV.
F 23* 'i 5 l? 3 4 5

Contrary to the region b the absorption lines in the region c correspond

to 4d-Rydberg transitions of Xe. Their onset is shifted to higher energies

by the amount of +2.5 eV for XeF„ and +5 eV for XeF . This roughly compares

with the chemical shifts of the 4d levels of these compounds äs measured

by means of ESCA10. The smaller number of peaks observed in the XeF -

spectrum is attributed to experimental reasons. As we proceed from Xe to

XeF and XeF the intensity of the peaks in region c decreases so that the

transitions of low intensity are suppressed. One peak (C^) very near the

AI L T absorption edge was not reproducible.
i_ J. f J_ -J- .L.

3.3.2 Solids

Considering the corresponding fine structure in solid XeF and XeF

(Fig.s 5 and 6) we see that the main character of the structures is pre-

served. The doublet 0 , 0 , in gaseous XeF is shifted by 0.42 eV,
/ 3 H b 7

0.35 eV to lo wer energies; the structures in XeF are shifted even less
L)

(0.17 eV, 0.15 eV, 0.02 eV, ̂ 0.0 eV). The similar position and intensity

distribution of these peaks suggest transitions to the low-lying mole-

cular orbital already discussed which is scarcely affected in the solid.

Larger differences can be noted for region c: the fine structure in XeF

is broadened and the three peaks at 69.2, 71.1, and 72.8 eV are hard to

recognize. This is in accordance with their Interpretation äs being

caused by transitions into Rydberg states. They are shifted to higher

energies äs corapared to the position of the structure in the gaseous

case by about 1.5 eV. In solid XeF fine structure in region c is no
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longer observable. This is to be expected because these transitions al-

ready led to rather weak absorption lines for the gaseous compounds. We

may conclude from these observations that solidification does not essen-

tially influence the first pronounced peak in region b in contrast to the

behaviour in region c, because the first peaks are due to more localized

transitions, whereas the higher energy peaks are due to transitions into

states which are strongly influenced by the next neighbours in the solid.

3.4 Fine Structure near the Xe 4p Threshold at 145 eV (Region c)

As we see from Fig.s 3 and 4 a single peak a appears at 144.91 eV in

gaseous XeF,, and at 147.79 eV in gaseous XeF, . In solid XeF.; the peak

occurs a t r--l 45 eV whereas there i s no detectable absorption structure in

solid XeF, a feature very similar to the observation in the case of the

4d Rydberg transitions. If we again compare the energy position with that

of pure Xe (142 eV)1' we note a considerable shift towards higher energies,

The measured shif t of -»-2.9 eV for XeFM and of +5.8 eV for XeF^ äs compared

with its position in Xe is in agreement with ESCA measurementsJ'- on the

chemical shift of the 4p level of Xe.





t i on • to b« •icpacCod In ch* p »-•••n t mo l • cu i itr •pvccr* w i l l b*

-"5p" trän» i tiont* (aigned wich "O" in Fig.a 3 — 6).

Because of the Laporte Rule no corresponding 4p-»-5p transition with any

appreciable intensity will be observcd. The peaks called a, A,B, ... are,

therefore, associated with transitions from 4p or 4d into the next higher

empty MO's. As the fluorine atoms are negatively charged the virtual F-AO's

are energetically unfavourable. This Situation is reversed in the case of the

Xe (n=6)-AO's because the Xe atom has an effective charge of almost two

atomic units or more in the excited molecule. The final states of the

transitions leading to a,A,B ... will, therefore, be associated with Xe

Rydberg AO's, the degenerate ones being split by the fluorine ligand field.

4.l The Core Levels

The 4p and 4d Xe levels are split by two effects: spin orbit interaction

and fluorine ligand field perturbation.

As the Xe core Orbitals are not expected to be delocalized (or contracted)

to any perceptible extent in the process of Xe-F bond formation, the spin

orbit interaction can be described by the known spin orbit coupling con-

stant of the free xenon atom (A,, = 1.97 eV13 ; X, = 12.5 eV 10). The
4d 4p

subsequent results show that the effective molecular spin orbit coupling

is only sinailer, at the most, by a few 0.01 eV, which is within the per-

sumable reliability of our model.

The only Information on the extent of ligand field Splitting may be drawn

from the recently published non-relativistic ab initio GO-SCF calculations
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on the xenon fluorides by Basch et al.g. The authors calculated chemical

shifts of the centers of gravity of the 4d (4p) levels in XeFo and XeF

in relation to those of the free xenon atom. The results are 4.20 (4.18)

eV and 8.79 (8.75) eV, respectively. The chemical shifts measured by photo-

electron spectroscopy1ü are given by 2.95 ± 0.13 eV and 5.47 ± 0.18 eV.

They are lower by factors of 0.7 (XeF ) and 0.625 (XeF ). This has to be
y ^

attributed to the single configuration and the not-near-Hartree-Fock

character of the computation and also to the limitations of Koopmans*

theorem. It is, therefore, worth scaling the calculated ligand field

Splittings by the above mentioned factors. This results in the numbers

given in Fig. 9. The axis, to which the magnetic quantum numbers of the

4d and 4p orbitals refer, is the C of the D . -XeF and the C of the
^ co mh / U

D. -XeF , respectively. We should mention that the calculated Splitting

pattern is of the order which can fae expected from an electrostatic model.

The energetically lowcst of the d -hole states is the one which has its

maximum hole density nearest to the negatively charged fluorine atoms.

We now approximate the effective one-electron hamiltonian for the de-

scription of the 4d-hole states by

o i

H = H - -̂  L S + V. .
o 5 lig

Here H is the total ly Symmetrie part of H. As the first order mixing

of orbitals of different symmetry is caused by the rather small ligand

field and äs the other orbitals are different in energy by more than 50

or 100 eV, it is sufficient to use only the 4d spin-orbitals äs basis

functions. The hamiltonian matrix for XeF„ in a basis also suitable for
f.

XeF has ehe following form:



d a
o

d . ß
1

d ,a
I

d0ß
2

d_ [i

E -26'
o

/ 6 /5 -A

0

0

0

ads to relative

/6 /5-A

E -A/5-ö
o

0

0

0

values of

0

0

E +
o

2/

0

the

E +X/5-6 2/5-X

2/5-X E -2/5-X+6+51
o

E +2/5-X+6+61
o

given in Fig. 10, and Table III, respectively. The lower indices of the

five d. symbols are also used for the designation of the measured peaks:

they distinguish between transitions from different initial to the same

final level. Siegbahn et al. -1 ° measured the absolute energies of the two

groups of Ad-levcls in XeF_ and found them to be 70.5 ± 0,2 and 72.5 +

0.2 eV. li" we identify the center o£ gravity of the measured photoelec-

tron spectra with <H > = E from Fig. 10 we obtain the one-electron energy
o o

values given in Table III.

In the case of XeF the hamiltonian matrix is quite similar except for the
4

small non-zero element H = -r-, The level Splitting is shown in Fig. 1 1 .
L+ ij Z

The energy values in Table IV relate to SiegbahnTs ionization potentials

(73.0 and 75.0 eV).

In the case of the 4p hole, where the influence of the spin-orbit coupling

is much larger than that o£ the ligand field, one obtains the Splitting

pattern of Fig. 12. According to the observed chemical shifts , the follow-

ing level energies are adopted:
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4p
i

4P2

4p
3

XeF
2

148.4

148.6

161.

XeF Xe
i*

150.9
145.5

1 5 1 . 1

163.5 158.

4.2 The 4d->5p-Transitions in XeF and XeF

4 . 2 . 1 The 4d^5p(7a )-Transition in XeF
u 2

The transitions from 4d into the antibonding orbital 5p(7a ) lead to the

following characteristics of the observed spectrum (Fig. 5):

1. Two peaks, 0 and 0 , are recorded.
^ 23 45

2. These bands are rather broad, with a mean half-width of 0.9 eV.

3. Band 0 is broader by 0.2 eV than band 0 .

4. Band 0; ̂  shows a weak but significant asymmeCry.

5. The gap between the two maxima is 1.91 eV,somewhat less than the free

atora spin-orbit Splitting.

6. The intensity ratio of the bands is 1.2 : 1.

7. The center o£ gravity corresponds to E = 62.21 eV.

All these details can be well understood on the basis of the proposed model.:

1. Several of the transitions into non-bonding Rydberg orbitals have widths of

only 0.2 - 0.25 eV. We take this value äs an upper limit of the natural width

of the d9-hole state of the core (this is expected to be caused mainly by Auger

effect). As the upper 5p 7a -level of the transition discussed here has an anti-

bonding character, we cxpect only two broad, non-resolved vibrational bands with
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also a non-resolved ligand f ield Splitting of the 4d,_ /-,̂ "5p and

4d , >5p-transitions (point l).

2. Assuming the force constant of a vibrating molecule to be approximately

the same for the ground and the excited s täte, with the equilibrium

distance changed by the amount of A, the Franck-Condon factors would

lead to the following intensity distribution

E = u) (n + £> X = ~~n1 0)

In order to apply this to the symmetrical stretching Vibration of XeF0

(LO = 555 K)/? we need a reasonable value for A. The bond expansion of

XeF„ caused by the anti-bonding a -electron is supposed to be comparable

to the bond expansion of the F —molecule on formation of ci -F,, which is
K 2 u 2.

about la 21. With this choice of A orie obtains an intensity distribution
o

which is similar to a Gaussian of half-width 0.75 eV (point 2).

3. This width should be the same for each of the d.^5p transitions. But
i

instead , the two peaks 0 and 0, are dii'f erent in hal f-widths (point
7 3 'i _••

3); this reflects the different ligand field Splitting of the d„, dq and

d, , d,. level pairs.

4. For further discussion some estimations for the electronic transition

moments are needed. To a high degree the five d.-Orbitals will all be

pure d-type Orbitals with the same radial part. As a first approxirnation

we treat the final 7a~orbital äs a Xe p-orbital. One then obtains the

relative intensities äs given in Table III. The asymmetry of band 0.

(point 4) is caused by a weak shoulder on its low energy side.



5. From the calculation a distance of 1.95 eV for the center of gravity

of the upper and lower Cwo allowed transi tions is obtained. This value

is smaller than that of the free atom (point 5) which one obtains by

assuming V,. =0. But it is larger than the measured value of 1.91 eV,

indicating that the effective spin-orbit coupling in the molecule is

reduced by not more than 2 %.

6. V, . not only lowers the effective spin-orbit coupling but also

the intensity ratio below a value of 1.5 : l (point 6). The intensities

of Table III obtained for the ligand field assumed lead to a ratio of

1.4 : 1. Although the measured ratio is 1.2 : l , one must not expect the

ligand field to be much larger. It would otherwise be difficult to inter-

pret the Rydberg spectrum (see below). One should rather take into account

that a small electrostatic interaction between the d-hole and the a -elec-
u

tron will have much larger effect on the intensities than on the energy

levels. Intermediate coupling calculations, äs mentioned above, show a

reduction of the d_ /~-HJ intensity caused by exchange interaction; it

corresponds to the fact that d- , -exeitations correlate with singlet-

triplet transitions in the limit of Russell-Saunders coupling.

Furthermorc one should take into account, that in a single center expan-

sion the 7c -orbital consists, besides the p component, of decreasing

portions of £ , h , . . . AO's. This results in a reduction of the factor
r o o

f~ —•
au

<d

with the relative values of <^-i r j i j j ^ 2 being
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below the value of 0.75

sities of the two bands.

which tends to equalize the inten-

I£ a factor of f = 0.67 (0 = p +f with a =0.1) and a mean energy of

e = -9.3 eV is accepted for the upper level the calculated and measured

spectra are almost identical äs shown in the insert of Fig. 5 by the

broken and solid lines,respectively. This would definitely not be the

case if the ligand field were neglected, since this would lead to an

identical width of both bands without any asymmetry, having an intensity

ratio of exactly 1.5 : l. As no further structure in the vicinity of the

two peaks is observed it may be concluded that the 4d-5p exchange inte-

gral has indeed a negligibly small effect äs presumed and theoretically

justified above.

7. As far äs the 7 a -e-value (point 7) is concerned it should be taken

into consideration that the bands are Franck-Condon displaced. By using

the approximate eq. (I) the vertical and adiabatic energy values can be

estimated to be E ^ -9.3 and c % ~1Ö.9 eV. The latter value is to be
v a

compared with the Xe 5p ionization potential of ^12.5 eV. Whereas all the

core levels are depressed by 3 eV, the 7a -level is raised by 1.5 eV. This

latter phenomenon is attributed to the electrostatic and pseudo-potentials

of the F entities, which will strongly interact with the 7a -electron.
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4.2.2 The 4d+5p(8e ) Transition in XeF,
u

The discussion in ehe case of XeF is complicated by the fact that the

^
anti-bonding o -orbitals of the two crossed F -molecules form an e -

& u ? u

ligand orbital which mixes with the 5p Xe AO's. This has two con-

sequences: l . the e -level should exhibit a spin-orbi t Splitting and

2. coupling with non-totally Symmetrie vibrations should result in a

Teller Splitting of the degenerate electronic s täte.

The spin-orbit Splitting of the e -orbital may be predicated äs follows:

l i + . '; A
the spin-orbit Splitting of 5pJ ^p Xe is known to be X = 1.31 eV/u. The

2
spin-orbit coupling operator - -r- \_ in the basis set of the p AOs

has the eigensolutions

+0.44 eV : P+]cx>> P_,ß> (m. = 3/2)

-0.44 cV : p_ja>, p+1S> (m. = 1/2)

However, we do not know how much the 5p , Xe AO contributes to the e -
_•_ l u

orbital. Basch et al. - calculated this to be 64 7e in the virtual 8e -

orbital of the ground-statc of XeF^ . This value can be expected to be too

large because the cited computation overestimates the eifective positive

charge on the xenon atom. On the other band, in the excited (4d e )XeF,

state the e -orbital will be more localized near the xenon. (E.g. in the

comparable case of the Cs ion >. is 31 % larger.) We t hu s assume the

molecular spin-orbit Splitting to be near 0.6 - 0.7 e.V.

1t" the e -orbital has a pure p-character thc intensities of the 4d >e
u u

(ra = -r-) and 4d->e (m - 3/2) transitions will be the same äs those given

i.n Column I /9 and I„ ,„ of Table IV. This strongly suggests the assignment
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given in Table V. If E and X are chosen from the table to be -9.60 eV
o

and 0.83 eV, respectively, an excellent agreement between the measured

and calculated positions of the peaks is achieved. There is also fairly

good agreement between the measured and calculated intensities. But due

to the fact that the two peaks O1 and 0 are measured to have a
123 45

difference in half-width by a factor of 1.25, the more intense transi-

tion Or f is measured to have a lower peaks height, which compares to
l 2 Ti

the reversed behaviour in the case of the calculated curve (see insert

of Fig. 6). We would like to make the following comments on these results

1. The mcan value for the energy E of the e -orbital is quite reason-

ablc and thus leads to a vertical and an adiabatic energy of -9.6 eV

and -11.2 eV, respectively. The somewhat higher energy in XeF , äs

compared to XeF , rnay be attributed to the higher effective charge of Xe
4

in the latter compound. This corresponds to the computational result of

Basch et al.- that the first virtual SCK-MO's are increasingly stabilized

with increased fluorination.

2. The measured intensity of the 4d^5p-transition in XeF, is higher by

a factor of 2.] than in XeF^. This is the cxpected relation because XeF(

has two p-type final levels.

3. The first two peaks having Ad. /9 initial levels show a Splitting of

].15 eV, whereas the 0L r peaks with the initial levels 4d_ ,„ are only

separated by 0.75 cV. This apparent discrepancy in the effective spin-

orbit Splitting of the e -orbital originates in the ligand field Splitting

of the 4d~levcl. The values of Table V indicate that the ligand field

strength chosen is of the right magnitude.
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4. The effective e -spin-orbit Splitting deduced from the measurements

is 0,15 - 0.2 eV larger than the Spin orbit Splitting constant whose size

is estimated on theoretical reasons. This difference should be attri-

buted to a Jahn-Teller-effect in connectiori with the asymmetric b.

stretching Vibration of XeFi with u = 502 K. In making some reasonable

assumptions (enlargement of the F~F distance in the excited state by

I a (see above) which means a Jahn-Teller distortion) one obtains an
o '

increase of the apparent spin-orbit Splitting of about 0.2 eV19.

5. Whereas the intensities of Table IV describe the measured absorption

curve äs being qualitatively correct, the quantitative agreement is not at

the maxiraum: the peaks are not äs different in height äs predicted. However,

äs shown in the sixth column of Table V, the theoretical intensities are

much better» if allowance is made for the dynamical Jahn-Teller effect1'3.

4.3 Transitions into the 6s Molecular Rydberg Orbitals o£ XeF„ and XeF,

The Systems 6s Cs, 5p"6sXe and 5ir 6sXeF are similar to the present

ones. As they have ionization potentials between 3.8 and 3.9 eV0»^0,

we expect the first Rydberg transitions for the two molecules in

question äs given in Table VI.

Araong all transitions from the 4p level the 4p-̂ -6s one will be most

intensive. Indeed, only the a peak is observed in the energy region

below 180 eV. In ESCA-spectra the 4p. ,„ level is exceptional äs it gives

rise,at most, to only a very weak and broad peak'^. We are, therefore,

not surprised that the corresponding transitions are not present in the

absorption spectra.
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The 4d-6s Lransitions are Laporte forbidden. In XeF they are not

observed. XeF , which exhibits a rauch more intense Rydberg spectrum,

has two weak and broad bands, induced by vlbronic coupling. From

Table VI we. deducc •- = -3.5 eV and £ = ~3.2 eV. As in t he case of
l 2

the anti-bonding 5p orbital, the 6s Rydberg orbital has a higher

energy the more fluorine atoms intcract with it.

4.4 Transitions into the 6p-Rydberg Levels oi XeFo and XeF,

4.4. l Transit ions intu the 6p-Rydberg Levels of XeF.

The 6p-energy of Cs and Xe i s 2.4 - 2.5 cV1 J ' ' -1'' ̂ ° with a s p i n orbi t

Splitting of about 0.05 eV. The 4d ,„ ~ ,9 v 6p transitions,therefore,
->/£.) j j £-

appear in the 68 to 70 eV region. Six pcaks are observed there: Bn ,

B .. , G.,.,, B, , BCr, , C L . The 6p Rydberg orbital s in XeF are splil by
1 • / '• ' J J L4 . '

the action of the fluorinc atoms. The p . Orbitals lie lower than p

because the high effective positive charge of Xe is not shielded

l" roin the. p orbital s by the fluorine atoms. The spin-orbit Splitting

of the p~-orbital is negligibly small. With Lhe energy values E and

E ~A l" o r the no and pr levels we calculate the tran.sitions and inten-
o

s i r. IQS of Table VII.

With regard to the intensities, wc have tu account for the fact that

the p" and p~ orbi tals differ in their radial parts. As the p" ortaital

is contraclred in comparison to the pj orbital, the quotient

•"4d ! r ' 6p/ l • / i <Ad ] r j 6p-t.- i •' i s smal l er than uni ty.

With the parameters F, = 2.45 eV, A = 0.35 eV, c = 0.5 and a natural

l ine width o: 0.25 e.V for thesc dipole al lowed transitions into non-

bonding orbitals, we obtain the broken line in Fig. 7.
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The comparison between the measured and calculated spectrum leads to a

few remarks: 1. The bands B . B , C , and BC are satisfactorily
1 2 3 * 2 3 ' S tf J

fitted, but the measured intensities of the bands E, , and C are defini-

tely too high. This is attributed to transitions f rom the 4d , -levels

into higher Rydberg orbitals (see Chapter 4.5). 2. As the initial and

final state have the same non-bonding character the transitions should

lead to relatively sharp peaks. In this case it will be possible to

record Splittings not only in the valence- and Rydberg orbitals but

also in the core orbitals. Due to the non-totally Symmetrie ligand

£ield the 4dI. ,„ core orbital Splitting manifests itself in the 0.24 eV

Separation between the B n and B peaks, whereas the ligand field
l 23

Splitting öl the 4d„ , level is ofaserved in the 0.33 eV gap between

B and BCr, and in the 0.36 eV gap between BC and C . This is, to
L* S 4 5 ^ 5

our knowledge, the first time that Splittings of inner levels by angu-

lar terms of a perturbing ligand field have been directly oberved.

4.4.2 Transitions into the 6p-Rydberg Levels of XeF
, (\__

These transitions give rise to sharp peaks in the 70 - 73 eV region.

In XeF( , the 6p orbital is lower (by A) than the 6p e orbital which

has an approximate energy o£ E - -2.5 eV. Table VIII shows the calculat-

ed excitation energies and related intensities. With E = -2.55 eV

A = 0.45 eV and the same values for c and the line width äs in XeF,.,
/

we reproduce the measured spectruin äs seen in Fig. 8. It has been ex-

plained in Chapter 3 why the C; , C_ peaks could not be identified with

certainty.

As in the case of XeF the ligand field results in an observable 4d ,,
2 J / -

level Splitting which is recorded äs an energy gap of 0.39 eV between
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the two peaks C and C . The Splitting A in the final 6p level is larger
^ l 23

than in XeF due to the higher charge of Xe in XeF, . The considerations
2 ^

carried out so far do not explain the lower intensity of the XeFi Rydberg

spectrum äs compared to the XeF, case. Evidently the fluorine atoms

suppress by the combined influence of their negative charge and their

pseudo-potentials, the penetration of the Rydberg orbitals into the

Xe core- '* .

4,5 Remaining Details of the Gaseous Spectra

Ln XeFM there are three i'urther rather broad peaks with maxima at

70.89 eV (D), 71.47 eV (E) and 72.30 eV (F) which have not been discussed

before. They lie in the strongly increasing ^cL, f-continuum1 '' which

Starts at the Ad . ionization energy of 70.5 eV. For energetic reasons

these peaks mus t correspond to 4d„ , -excitations. The corresponding

4d,-excitations, which are 2 eV lower in energy, coincide with the

A _ , B and C peaks at 69.0, 69.5 and 70.2 eV and Icad to the missing
•'l •: 'l 'i

intensity (Chapter 4.4.1). Quantum defect cxtrapolations for the 7p

levels yield -1.25 eV. If we assign the D and E bands to the 4d^,„ -f 7p

transitions this would imply e (7pr) = -1.45 eV and c(7pc) = -1.2 eV. Thü

corresponding 4d , -* 7p transitions then cover the energy ränge from

68.8 to 69.55 eV and explain the left band assymmetry of the B -band.

The very broad and flat unresolved F-band and the excess intensity of

the C.-band are then duc to excitations inLo higher molecular orbitals.

In XeF, only one broad peak (D) at 71.41 eV reniains to be explained. 1t

is well reproduced with the energy values -1.5 eV for 7p(a ) and -1.3 eV

for 7p(e ). These values are just those to be expected from quantum defect

extrapolations äs well äs from a comparison with Xe and XeF,.
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5. CONCLUSION

The absorption spectra of XeF and XeF measured in the 50 - 160 eV

region show the continuous contribution f rom the F- and Xe-components

and fürther a detailed structure which could be deduced äs being due

to transitions from the 4d Xe core into the lowest empty valence and

Rydberg states of the molecules. The peak positions are measured with

an accuracy of 0.1 eV whereas the relative intensities have an estimated

error of 5 70. Within these limits of error a theoretical interpretation

of the observed spectra has been given. This interpretation follows along

the lines of the one-electron picture. The measured peak positions could

be identified within a few hundredths of an eV by the differences of

suitably adjusted one-electron levels. The level energies are given in

Table IX.

The positions of the various absorption peaks are influenced by spin

orbit Splitting äs wel. l äs by l igand field Splitting. For the first tirne

a core level splitt ing caused by the non-totally Symmetrie part of the

li gand field is observed. The Splittings are in the ränge of 1/4 to 1/2

eV and are smaller by a factor of nearly 2/3 than the computed values

from SCF-calculations äs given by Basch et al.^. This is the same factor

äs that betwean the chcmical shifts frorn ESCA measurements and the level

stabilization due to the Symmetrie part of the l igand field from these

same SCF-calculations. In the case of XeF a dynamic Jahn-Teller-effect1 ;
'i

was found to exist. The interpretation of part of the structure äs being

due to Rydberg transitions is strongly supported by the fact that in the

case of the solidified gases these transitions lead to very broad

structures.
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The MO's of Table IX correlate nicely with Xe AO's. The shift and the

Splitting of the 4d core orbitals and also of the higher Rydberg orbitals

can be explained by the electrostatic model. But this is not possible for

the shift of the 7cr -LEMQ and the lowest 6s Rydberg MO. These two orbitals

overlap with the fluorine orbitals. The upward shift of the levels is ex-

plained äs being caused by a repelling force which the fluorine ligands

exert on these electrons accordlng to pseudo-potential theory^3. There is

also a possibility of using the pseudo-potential of the fluorine atoms

to explain the decreasing intensities of the Rydberg traisitions by going

from Xe to XeF„ and XeF, 2k. From this we do not expect that XeF, or XeOF
z 4 b M

will show any detectable Rydberg transitions.

The comparison between the observed and calculated spectra (Fig.s 5 - 8)

show excellent agreement for transitions into the LEMO and also for the

Rydberg transitions in the case of XeF . The agreement is less but still

good in the case of XeF, . This is not surprisng if we remember that the
4

one-electron picture and especially the two-dimensional harmonic oscilla-

tor potential used to calculate the vibronic spectra are rather rough

approxitnations.
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Table I : Transition energies of XeF in eV

pcak
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? 3

0

A 123
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c r
j

D

E

F

u

energy
gas

61 ,38

63.29

66.94

67 .49

6 7 . 7 3

68.27

69.00

69.53

69.84

70.20

70.89

71.47

72.30

1 4 4 . 9 1

energy
solid

60.96

62.94
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7 1 . 1

72.8
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assignment
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r / o ^ "-1

4d (6 ) • 6p^
' 5/2
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! A St \ ->><?•

4 d 3/2 ( 6 3/2 ) " 6p"

4 d 3 / 2 ( T T l / 2 ) " 6p7T

4d3/2 (S/2} " 6pG

4d (r ) + 6pa

3 2 1 2

4 d3/2 ( 63/2 } 7p^

4d3 , (M } , 2 ) 7pc; 7pr

4 d3/2 ^ ?

/, . A c

P l / 9



Table II : Transition energies of XeF in eV

peak

°23

°'' 3
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0, _
4h

B23
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D

B,5

3

a

energy

62.85
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C/O t " ^ ^ O / O '
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3/2 3/2
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£L H f TT f̂  1 ~̂ " nT> l f1 i" u c / o V l | Q / o i > '-'i /O' 1-'t^\^y

4d5/2(65/2) " 6p(e)

4d5/2 -> 7P(a,e)

4d~ ,„ -> 6p(a)

4d3/2 "X 6p(e)

4p„ ,„ -*• 6s



Table III : 4d-levels in XeF

level i

d

1

d,

d.

d,
1 1

d,

m .
J

5/2

3/2

i/2

3/2

1/2

V

i

^
0.52

0.66

0.85

0.75

d ̂  > + 0.85 : d n a >

d ß> + 0.75 d^a>

d ß> - 0.52 ! d.a>
-

d ß> - 0.66 d„a>

E [ eVJ

-70.2,
f i

-70.5
•'i

-70.7,

-72.3
]

-72.6,.

T

0

0.22

0.36

0.08

0.34

Table IV : 4d~leveLs in XeK

1 eve 1 i

d
l

d
?

d

>:

d,.

dr

^

m.>
J

5/2

3/2

1/2

3/2

1/2

V

0.99 d,.u> - 0.07 d_. :i>

0. 38 d.,ß> + 0.92 d a> + 0.06
1

0.61 d ß> + 0.79 d..ü--
1 U

0.92 d.3"' - 0. 38

0.79 d. o> - 0.61

d,a> - 0.03

d a>
ij

d £•-
— '

d „ I L - -

E[eV)

-73.2^

-72.9,

-72.8,

-75. 1 .,

-74.8,
L

'./z
0

0,09

0.18

0. 50

0.23

L3/2

0.59

0.26

0.06

0.05

0.04

approximate quanLum number

Tabln V : 4d--5p transition in XeF

peak

0

0'
1 ? "5

0

o;,

traiis i t ions

^,3-u^

dl^eu&

\S*A>

Ad ~>e (-^-)
't b U 2

t ransit ion cnergy in eV

calculaCed

72.85+E - X / 2 = 6 2 . 8 4
o

73. 15+E + X / 2 = 6 3 . 9 7
o

75 .07+E - X / 2 - 6 5 . 0 6
o

75.01+1- + X / 2 = 6 5 . 8 3
o

measured

62. 85

64. 0Q

65.0

65.

re la t ive in tens i t ies

ca L c u l a t e d

wi thou t J .T .

0 . 2 7

0 . 9 1

0 .73

0.09

with J .T .

0.35

0.83

0 .67

0. 15

measured

0.48

0.59

0.53

0 .4



Table VI : Transitions into the 6s Rydberg orbital

transitions :

initial

XeF
2

XeF

level (s)

4d5/2

4d3/2

4p3/2

4p]/2

4d5/2

4d3/2

4p3/2

4pl/2

transition energy in eV

predicted

70.5 + E =

72.5 + £ =
1

148.5 + e =

161 + e =

73.0 + e? =

75.0 + e. =

151 + £ =

163.5 + s =
2

67.0

69.0

145.0

157.5

69.8

71 .8

147.8

160.3

measured peak

A

A

a

-

-

-

a

-

66.94

69.00

144.91

147.79

Table VII : Transitions into the 6p Rydberg orbitals of XeF,

initial
level

dl

d2

d3

dl

d„

d.

d
't

d^

d,
4

d_
D

final
level

6frTl/2,3/2

6p'"l/2,3/2

6prl/2,3/2

6p a

6 p a

5 p a

6p'"l/2,3/2

6prl/2,3/2

6pa

6p a

calculated transition

energy

70.26+E -A = 67.4,
o 6

70.54+E -A = 67.7,
o 4

70.72+E -A = 67. 9„
o 2

70.26+E = 67.8,
0 1

70.54+E = 68.0̂
o 9

70.72+E = 68. 27
o /

72.31+E -A = 69.51
o

72.66+E -A = 69.82
o

72.31+E = 69.86
o

72.66+E = 70.21
o

calcu-

lated

Intens .

1.0

0.6

0.4

0.0'C

0.35'C

0.6-C

0.9

0.45

0. 15-C

0.55-C

assigned
peak

B!

B0,
2 .;

C23

B
'1

BC5H

C.

measured peak

maximum

67.49

67.73

68.27

69.53

69.84

70.20



Table VIII : Transitions into ehe 6p Rydbcrg orbitals of XeF(

initial

level

4d3

Ad.,

4d,

4d,

4d..
s

4d1

4d^

4d
F4

4d,

H,

final

level

6pa

6pa

6pa

6prr

6p-T

6pTT

6po

6pa

BpT

6P^

calculated

transition
energy

69.81

69.94

70.27

70.26

70.39

70.72

71 .8!

72. 18

72.26

72.63

calculated

intensi ty

0.6

0.4

0.0

0.4'C

0.6-C

1 ,0-C

0.6

0. 1

0.4-C

0.9'C

ass igned

pcak

B?,

C?T

Cl

B. L

ch

Cr

mcasured
peak

rnaximum

69.88

70.35

70.74

71.91

-

72.62



Table IX : One electron energy levels (eVj in the System

4d9 Xe F++e (n = 0, 2, 4)

level

Ad3/2(r[/2)

"3/2<*3/2>

4d5/2(a]/2)

4d5/2(^3/2)

4d5/2C55/2)

5p

6s

6p

7p

Ionisation

c
1 i mit

Xe

-69.52

-67.55

(-I2.5)a

- 3.8

- 2.46

- ] . 18

0.00

XeF,

-72. 66

-72. 3]

-70. 72

-70. 54

-70.2,
D

- 9.3Q (-!0.9)b 7au

- 3.5

- 2- w
-2.45 (au)

- '-W
-..2 (au)

0.0 .' 0.2

XeF,
k

-74.8,

-75. 1Q

-72. 8j

-72.9.
4

-73. 2y

-,0.0 (-,!./ 8eu|/2

- 9'2 t'10'/ 8eu3/2

- 3.2

- 3-°o (^

- 2'55 ̂

- 1.5 (a2u)

- l'3 <eu>

0.0 ± 0.2

a) Mean ionization potential of Xe

b) Adiabatic cnergy value

c) Corresponding to Siegbahn's ESCA-raeasureraents



Figure Captions

Fig. l Experiraental set-up. EO = electron-orbit, V - valve, BS = beam

shutter, CPM = plane mirror, CH = chopper wheel, GG = gas-cell,

CR = cryostat, CM = concave mirror, G = grating, PM = photo-

multiplier, RA = rotating arm

Fig. 2 Sample chamber used for the measurements of the gaseous and

solidified xenon fluorides

Absolute cross-section of gaseous and solid XeF (solid curves)
Fig. 3 :

and Xe (dashed curve) versus photon energy in the energy ränge

of 50 - 160 eV

Fig. 4 Absolute cross-section öl' gaseous and solid XeF versus photon

energy in the energy ränge of 50 - 160 eV

Fig. 5 Absolute cross-section of gaseous ( ) and so l i d (• — • )

XeF„ versus photon energy in the energy ränge of 60 - 75 eV.

.1 iiser t: measured ( ) and calculated ( ) relative cross-

section of gascous XeF^ in region b (60 - 65 eV)

Fig. 6 Absolute cross-section öl gaseous ( ) and solid (•—•-—•) XeF

versus photon energy in the energy ränge of 61 - 72 eV. Insert:

measured (——) and calculated ( ) relative cros s — soction of

gaseous XeF( in region b (62 - 67 eV)

Fig. 7 Measured ( ) and calculated ( ) cross-section oi XeF. in

region c (66 - 73 eV)



Fig. 8 Measured ( ) and calculated ( ) cross-section of XeF

in region c (69 - 72.5 eV)

Fig. 9 Fluorine ligand field Splitting of the 4p and 4d Xe AO's

in XeF and

Fig. 10 4d level Splitting in XeF? by ligand field (V-.. +0, X = 0) ,

by spin-orbit interaction (V,. =0, A =j= 0), and by both effects

Fig. 1] 4d level Splitting in XeF by ligand field (X =0), by spin-

orbit interaction (V,. = 0), and by both effects

Fig. 12 4p level Splitting and wave functions in XeF„ and XeF, by
/. M-

spin-orbit interaction and a relatively small additional ligand

field.
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